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Field Hockey defeats rival Plymouth State 3-2

By Paul Conover

The Field Hockey team was not able to continue their winning streak. This past weekend, the Bridgewater State team played a doubleheader against Plymouth State University. The game was tied 2-2 after the first period, with Bridgewater leading 1-0 going into the second. However, Plymouth scored twice in the second period to win the game 4-2. The final score of the game was 4-2 in favor of Plymouth.

The Bridgewater State team is now 0-1-1 in the NE-10 conference and 1-3 overall. The team will next play on October 14th against Endicott College at 1:00 PM.

Hockey wins against Framingham

By Ed Ward

The Bridgewater State hockey team defeated Framingham 4-2 on Saturday afternoon. The game was played at the Bridgewater State University Arena and was a high-scoring game. The first period started off slow, with both teams scoring goals in the second period. In the third period, Bridgewater scored two goals to win the game 4-2.

The Bridgewater State team is now 2-0 in the NE-10 conference and 2-1 overall. The team will next play on October 14th against Endicott College at 1:00 PM.

Homecoming victory

Football defeats Framingham

By Bryan House

The Bridgewater State University football team defeated Framingham State 38-7 on Saturday afternoon. The game was played at the Bridgewater State University Arena and was a high-scoring game. The first period started off slow, with both teams scoring goals in the second period. In the third period, Bridgewater scored two goals to win the game 4-2.

The Bridgewater State team is now 2-0 in the NE-10 conference and 2-1 overall. The team will next play on October 14th against Endicott College at 1:00 PM.
By the Way...

Millerick speaks about campus security

In his speech, Millerick expressed concern about the growing threat of terrorism on college campuses. He stated that the current security measures in place are inadequate and called for increased efforts to ensure the safety of students.

The Birghtwater Bridge Fire demonstrated the importance of having a well-developed student government. The Student Government Association was praised for its quick response to the fire, which helped to prevent further damage.

Homecoming armistakes

Millerick made a point about the Homecoming event, highlighting the need for more coordination and planning to ensure a smooth and safe celebration.

Candidates qualified

Millerick announced that the candidates for the election have been qualified, and he encouraged students to participate in the voting process.

Mystery Photo Answer

The mystery photo, which appeared in last week's issue, was revealed to be a photograph of the pedestrian crossing sign, located directly across from the Barnwall Avenue Building.

Head-of-the-Charls Regatta Rules

Millerick outlined the rules for the Head-of-the-Charls Regatta, which will be held on Sunday, October 23. He emphasized the importance of following these rules to ensure a safe and fair race.

FAA certifies Aviation Program at BSC

FAA Commissioner Arnold Feldman presented the FAA certificate to Acting President Adrian Rondileau, signifying the approval of the Aviation program at Bridgewater State College.

Campus Police Log

The Campus Police Log was published, listing the various incidents and actions taken by the police department.

Trinity Rep tickets offered by Ensemble Theater

Ensemble Theater is offering tickets for Trinity Rep's production of "The Glass Menagerie" to students at a reduced price. The tickets are available at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. on Thursday, October 13.
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The campus police have issued a warning about the possibility of malicious damage being done to woods dorms. The police are urging students to be cautious and to report any suspicious activity immediately.

The Bridgeport Fire Department is investigating an incident where a suspicious device was found on the campus.

Chief Graca requested offers from the campus community to assist in the investigation. Sgt. Call was contacted from Apt. Warren, Tinsley, and Ekman, President prior to which he was positions at NEH of the Division of Research Washington and from Cornell to bli the Provost at the University of Rhode Island.

At the university, Tinsley has also taught literature, and management at the University of Rhode Island.

Ekman received his degrees from Harvard in the fields of Economics at James Madison University, and from Cornell in the fields of Management and Economics degrees from Tulane University.

To the Editor:

In response to the recent events on campus, I want to express my support for the students who have been affected by these incidents. I commend the campus police for their quick response and the efforts of the students who have come forward to report suspicious activity.

The Bridgeport Fire Department is also investigating the incident, and we hope that we can work together to ensure the safety of all members of the campus community.

Please be on the lookout for any suspicious activity and report it immediately to the campus police.

Thank you for your support and cooperation.

Sincerely,

[Name]

Assistant to the Provost at the University of Rhode Island
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SGA can afford not to have oversights

By Royce Hayes

The Student Government Association has decided to forego any student oversight on the Student Government Association. As an official SGA project, the SGA has approved the SGA's oversight on the Student Government Association.

However, his foreign and domestic policies have been criticized from many perspectives. The President's recent visit to Europe and his speeches have faced major backlash from critics around the globe. Despite this, the President has continued to push for his agenda, including his plan to increase military spending.

In the Middle

Democratic Party needs direction

By Christopher P. Colubiette

This year's election is just one more example as to why the Democratic Party is on the brink. Despite this, many Democrats remain hopeful for the party's future. This is especially true of those who believe in the party's principles and values.

The party continues to pursue a more centrist agenda, as it does today, but with the Clinton administration in power, many Democrats feel that the party needs to take a more aggressive stance. This is especially true of those who feel that the party has not done enough to confront the challenges facing the country.

In this election, the Democratic Party has taken a more centrist position on many issues, including healthcare and the economy. This has been a deliberate strategy, as the party recognizes that it needs to appeal to a wider range of voters.

The party has also made efforts to reach out to younger voters, recognizing that this is a key demographic for the future of the party. Despite this, many Democrats remain concerned about the party's inability to attract younger voters.

The Democratic Party needs to re-evaluate its strategy and focus more on its core values. It needs to be more aggressive in its approach, and it needs to appeal to a wider range of voters. This is especially true of those who feel that the party has not done enough to confront the challenges facing the country.
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Campus Police Chief questions the reasons behind statements  

To the Editor:  
Bridgewater State College is struggling with its Law Enforcement, which occurred during Homecoming Weekend. The officers are being asked to stay in their posts for a longer period of time than they normally would have. It is important to note that the officers are associated with Homecoming weekend because of the support and community they are providing.  

It seems as if the actions taken against the students have no relation to their behavior. It appears more that the actions are taken in the name of BSC have favored student and administrative relations.  

Maybe there is a “silent majority” waiting for change for the students, but if they are, the officers are certainly not aware.  

Unfortunately, no matter where we look, the way we are being treated is just how low we must get. Just who is school’s administration, faculty, private business, or students? It looks more like more like “student control” is the objective at BSC.  

Please be sure of your remarks before setting such a standard as to appear in the October issue of the Comment.  

Bridgewater State College Police Business Office  
Bridgewater, MA 02324  

Bridgewater State College  
140 College Street  
Bridgewater, MA 02324  

In the Middle  

By Christopher Peters Columnist  

This year’s election is just one more example as why the Democratic Party is the most change in history. Many after 1972, it is no secret that the policies relating to it, control of the government, is nothing more than policies from those who believed in the government what was the best for the people, and what was most moral policies.  

The Party continued to pursue a agenda as it did, and today, the position of the Party has been anything but liberal and is more socially and administratively inclined. The Party was anything but what it was in 1945.  

It is a matter of defense and foreign issues. It is impossible to find any differences from many President’s present-day Democrats believe. Ronald Reagan, the 1984 President, destroyed the coal of the House and implemented control on the Senate. When President Jimmy Carter was the President, he could not do much about the situation.  
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SGA can’t afford to have oversights  

By Baye Haynes  
Society of General Administration  
The Student Government Association has decided to hold a “SGA Day” at Bridgewater State College for its official SGA projects. All clubs and organizations that have been approved by the SGA have a limited amount of money, ranging from $10 to $50. The money is to be used for projects that are necessary to the group.  

However, foreign and defense policies have been determined by a group of leaders who have been in the position of the President. The President’s advice is an opinion that has been made without much concern for the future. It is impossible to find any differences from many President’s present-day Democrats believe. Ronald Reagan, the 1984 President, destroyed the coal of the House and implemented control on the Senate. When President Jimmy Carter was the President, he could not do much about the situation.  
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administration speaks out against homecoming weekend problems  

By Gary R. Medeiros Columnist  

The administration was being criticized by the students, especially the SGA, for the excessive amount of money paid to outside contractors. The SGA claimed that the administration was not doing its part in handling the alcohol and drug problems and that the administration should have been more proactive in handling the problem.  

At this point, members of the Congress so ignorant that they don’t know what they are talking about. The administration should have been more proactive in handling the problem.  
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We love a parade - The SGA display their float of Homecoming. (Staff photo by Debra Willis).
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AIDS: everyone has heard about it. Unfortunately, not as many people know the facts about the virus. Tuesday evening, the Campus Cancer Program Commission sponsored Dr. Georgeanna Fitzpatrick's lecture entitled, "AIDS: Safer or Scare" which brought a crowd of almost ninety-five people to the Bridgewater Dining Room.

His lecture began with her discussing how the epidemic of AIDS is similar to that of polio. Before a cure for the latter disease was discovered, the public's reaction to the disease was intense. People avoided the beaches for fear that the salt water might wash their skin. This disease has a similar reaction from the uneducated people about AIDS.
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Memories of Homecoming '88

By Bryan Hayes

Homecoming '88: "Sizzling for the Gold" is over. And what a weekend it was.

The events started off on Friday with the annual Sigma Chi football tailgate. This fun event set the mood and pace for Homecoming festivities.

This is how the Bridgewater State football team felt, after Saturday's 24-17 Homecoming victory over the Framingham State Terriers. At halftime in the game, the winners of the Homecoming King and Queen title were announced, Jim Thompson and Denise Adams were the two students to wear the crowns. Before the game, the College hosted its annual Homecoming parade. Over 20 clubs and organizations participated in the festivities.

Friday night in the field building concert was given by Big Pi Delta, while the Human Rights Foundation took second place. Third place was won by Alpha Phi Eta.

The weekend concluded Saturday night with a Homecoming dance.

Artistic Entertainment Reviews Comics Features Calendar of Events Movies Books Drama Arts Entertainment I

Jack Healey to visit Bridgewater State

Executive Director of Amnesty International will lecture at Bridgewater next Thursday.

On Thursday, October 27 at 11:30 a.m. in the Harry Moore Auditorium the Amnesty International Club at Bridgewater State College presented Executive Director of Amnesty International U.S.A. Jack Healey.

The event was sponsored by Sigma Chi Fraternity.

Human Rights

Healey

Healey has just this month completed a world concert tour that he enlisted 2.5 million people and resulted in no world tour. This money donated from which Amnesty draws its funds for the anniversary of the Declaration of Human Rights, responsibility was given to the Executive Director of Amnesty International's Executive Director of Amnesty International's Executive Director of Amnesty International's Executive Director of Amnesty International.

The money donated was used to help others. After serving four years as the Executive Director of Amnesty International, U.S.A. since taking over Amnesty in 1981, Healey has dedicated his life to helping others. After serving as the Executive Director of Amnesty International, Healey has dedicated his life to helping others.

Healey has dedicated his life to helping others. After serving for four years as the Executive Director of Amnesty International, U.S.A. since taking over Amnesty in 1981, Healey has dedicated his life to helping others.

In no way tied in with any human rights violations government body. Amnesty's fact finding missions.

Fitzpatrick pleads for knowledge about AIDS

By Collins Andrews

AIDS: everyone has heard about it. Unfortunately, not as many people know the facts about the virus. Tuesday evening, the Campus Cancer Program Committee sponsored Dr. Generoso Fitzpatrick's lecture called, "AIDS: Safer or Sorrier." which brought a crowd of about 500 to the Campus Center Program Room.

The lecture began with Dr. Fitzpatrick discussing the epidemic of AIDS similar to that of polio. Bringing a sense to the epidemic, he summarized the public's reaction to people with AIDS. People avoided contact with those with the disease, even avoiding eating at a restaurant or going to the same store as someone with AIDS.

He called attention to AIDS prevention education, pointing out that it is important to learn about the disease and how to prevent it. Prevention techniques of AIDS that are recommended by Fitzpatrick are abstinence, consistent protection during intercourse and shared contraceptive devices.

The lecture was sponsored by Sigma Chi fraternity and the Sigma Chi's Human Rights Foundation.
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Talent abounds in new records from old groups

Disc Comment
By John Simonis
Contributor

Three relatively new albums are the subjects of review for this week's Disc Comment. They are Dough Nancy: Field Day; The Cause: Juvenile and the Cocaine Twins: Blue Bell Knoll.

Dough Nancy: Field Day

This is the one the fans have all been talking about. Dough Nancy's progressive new album, Field Day. What the people have been saying about Dough Nancy is how terrible their new music is. Perhaps Dough Nancy has changed their name when they produced this album because they have radically changed their musical style.

Dave Smalley has really changed on vocals. That old straightforward edge has been gone. It's as if they were a two piece band. Now they use the full band and have a new look.

The album is great and it shows that Dough Nancy has really changed from their old sound.

The Cure's Twins: Blue Bell Knoll

The Cure's Twins new release is a very good '80s album. The Cure's Twins are very versatile in what they do, but overall what they do, that is the greatest, most likable style of music. This album does not make for a very big album because it has never been done before.

The twins style is very neat, extremely hearing sounds echo behind the vocals, and this type of melodies go very thin, diastasis and conceptions to listeners. Suddenly, the vocals themselves are frustrating. They are in French, which would not be as good to deal with; but most of the songs have two or one vocals doubled over each other, playing at the same time. This can get frustrating and is unimplimented in any language.

With the Cocaine Twins, either you like their right way or you will reject them. They are difficult to get used to, so if you want to hear them without buying the album, call up WHIR (997-2270) and request a copy of any song of the album. If you like it right away you will love the Cocaine Twins, but if not, don't waste your hard earned dollars on this one.

The Cause: Juvenile

The Church's latest, Juvenile is just another example of an underground band coming into popularity. Actually the record is being overplayed on many radio stations. Fortunately, this does not detract one bit from the album itself. The album is beautifully produced with fantastic blend of keyboard and guitar riffs and more up-beep rock riffs. Every single cut on the album is good.

The Church has an excellent combination of great vocals, drum and guitar work. The lyrics are excellent, they are worth looking at and listening to. Look beyond the popular songs "Under the Milkyway" and "Repeal". The album is just as good (if not better) than "Beach Boys" and "New Sound" are.
Talent abounds in new records from old groups

Disc Comment
By John Simmons Co-Editor

Three relatively new albums are among the subjects of reviews for this week's Disc Comment. They are Dag Nasty- Field Day, The Church- Juxtapose, and the Cocteau Twins- Blue Bell Knoll.

Dag Nasty- Field Day

This is the one the fans have all been talking about, Dag Nasty's provocative new album. Dag Nasty is the type of band who can come out with a new album and change their name when they feel like it. Perhaps Dag Nasty should have changed their name when they came out with their latest album because they have radically changed their musical style.

Davie Smalley has really changed on vocals. That old straight edge hardcore sound is is yet another example of an underground band coming into popularity. Actually the record is very talented in what they do, however what they do is not the type of melodies the fans have to realize that the band fans are a fantastic blend of mellow songs and a rather agitated style. Every single cut on the album is straight edge.

The Church- Juxtapose

The Church's latest, Juxtapose is another example of an underground band coming into popularity. Actually the record is being overlooked by many radio stations. Fortunately, this does not detract one bit from the Church's directness and their consistency. This album is wonderful in all of the band's hallmarks. The album is as wonderful as their sound which has progressed to a different style and more up-tempo rock songs. This will draw many new fans to the Church. This album is a must buy for anyone, is that it is really universal in its talent.

The Cocteau Twins- Blue Bell Knoll

The Cocteau Twins' new release is a very good 'bell' album. The Cocteau Twins are very liked in what they do, however what they do in this one is the greatest, most likeable style of music. Many albums do not come as a whole to the mass. First, the theme style is very apt, beyond being exciting sounds echo behind the vocals, and the type of melodies give very thematic and consistent to listen to. Secondly, the vocals themselves are frustrating. They are in English, which would not be as bold to deal with; but most of the songs have two or two vocals dubbed over each other, playing at the same time. This can get frustrating in its unimplis to listen in any language.

With the Cocteau Twins, either you like them right away, or you will reject them. They are difficult to get used to. If you want to hear the real band buying the album, call up WBIR (977-2303) and request a song off of the album. If you like it right away, you will love the Cocteau Twins, if not, don't waste your hard earned dollars on this one.

The Church- Juxtapose

The Church's latest, Juxtapose is an example of an underground band coming into popularity. Actually the record is being overlooked by many radio stations. Fortunately, this does not detract one bit from the Church's directness and their consistency. This album has the Church sound which has progressed to a different style and more up-tempo rock songs. Every single cut on the album is straight edge.

The Church has an excellent combination of guitars, drums and guitar work. The lyrics are wonderful and so is their sound. Look beyond the popular sounds "Under the Milkyway" and "Regulus," and listen to the whole album. Can Like "Speak," "House Worn," and "New Source" are among the best tracks in this album. Now, better than some of the "popular" songs.

The best aspect about Juxtapose is that it is really universal in appeal. Any audience can appreciate their music. Look for the Church now and in the future. Anyone who was at the show last weekend will tell you that this album is really big someday. Pick up Juxtapose, it is worth it.

Disc Comment appreciates all of your ideas. If you agree or disagree with DC drop by the Office of Student Affairs (across from the Campus Center). For more information or applications, please contact the Office of Student Affairs (across from the Campus Center).
Classifieds

Unusual Ideas to Make Money with your home computer, $3.00 1st set, $1.40 2nd set. Call Clue, 286-7363, ext. 307.

Jobs In Australia
Immediate Opening for Men and Women $15.00 per hour. 50,000. Contact: Management Recruitment, 540-736, Suite 10, North Vancouver, B.C. Call now. 206-736-1000 or in Cnt. 0736-1000.

Summer can Career

Announcements

Japan Career Forum
An announcement by Tokyo Times and the Japan America Business Association.

The Career Planning and Placement Office is accepting applications for Career Advisors, Graduate and Undergraduate students. The position is part-time and involves in-house interviews with companies, student interviews, and information sessions. Please apply by 12/15/00.

Amnesty Referral Service
Many part-time job opportunities available. If you are interested, please visit the Career Planning and Placement Office.

Women's Soccer scores 3-0 win
Although the men's team was defeated, the women's team won with ease. Both teams played well, but the women's team was able to outplay their opponents.

Sports Shorts

B.A.I.R.S. club holds annual road race
By Paul Courter

The B.A.R.S. club sponsored an annual road race on Friday morning. The event was well-attended with a large number of participants. The race started at 7:00 a.m. and finished at 10:00 a.m.

Women's Tennis
The Women's Tennis team has made it to the semi-finals of the WPIA Tournament. They will play against the University of Massachusetts on Tuesday, March 28th.

The win was a hard-fought victory, with both teams putting in a lot of effort. The Women's Tennis team has been working hard to prepare for this match, and their effort paid off.

Cross Country
The Bridgewater State College Cross Country team has performed well in the MACC Championships. They have made it to the NCAA nationals.

The team has been working hard all season to prepare for this championship. They have been training hard, and their hard work has paid off.

The team will compete against the best teams in the country, and they are ready to take on the challenge. They have been training hard all season, and they are confident in their ability to perform well.

The upcoming match will be against the University of Massachusetts. Both teams have been working hard to prepare for this match, and it promises to be a thrilling contest.
Women's Soccer scores 3-0 win

Although the team is still young, Coach Linda Frenkel said she was pleased with the way they played. "Both teams were in a very competitive spirit, and I was very pleased with our performance," she said.

The game was held in the new field at the State College of Worcester, and both teams were evenly matched. The first half saw the visitors take a 1-0 lead, but the home team fought back to tie the score at 1-1 by halftime.

In the second half, the home team took control, scoring two goals to win the match 3-0. The goals were scored by senior captain Kate O'Connell and junior striker Sarah Johnson.

The victory moves the State College of Worcester to the top of the MASCAC standings, and the team will look to continue their winning streak in their next game.

Sports Shorts

Worcester State University Women's Soccer Team wins 3-0 victory over Bridgewater State University

The Worcester State University Women's Soccer Team scored a 3-0 victory over Bridgewater State University on Saturday, October 13, 2012. The home team took control of the game from the start, with goals scored in the first and second halves.

In the first half, the home team scored two goals, one in the 20th minute and another in the 40th minute. In the second half, the visitors scored a goal in the 55th minute to make it 3-0.

The win moves the Worcester State University Women's Soccer Team to the top of the MASCAC standings. The team will look to continue their winning streak in their next game.
Bridgewater State Athletics

Homecoming victory
Football defeats Framingham

Bridgewater's trick play held the Framingham State Rams to four yards rushing Saturday, cementing a Homecoming victory for the Bears.

Bridgewater (6-5) came to Framingham looking for their first win. The Rams, however, were not ready to submit to this request.

The Bears' defense worked to keep Framingham from establishing a running game and their success was shown by the more than four yards gained by the Bears. Co-captains, Brian Jones, led the defense with tackles and freshman defensive tackle Bill Platt added tackle of his own.

The Bears' offense made their presence known with 216 total rushing yards, 96 of which were contributed by junior Mark Sarkisian. Bridgewater's running game was also responsible for 12 of the 23 Rams' points scored.

After a short punt and 32 yard run by Queetschok R Chan, BSC had a first and goal at the 4 yard line. With 16 seconds left in the first quarter, a punt to Tom Egan took BSC on the scoreboard. Chan's extra points attempt fell short leaving the score 3-0, 0.

The Bears then took this gift and scored their first touchdown. They went 53 yards on 6 plays and 69 yard a touchdown run was scored by Jon Bracken. The score now 20-0, was enough to inspire the Rams for one more touchdown. Recovering a fumble the Rams drove to the 11 yard line where Platt completed a pass to run in the touchdown with 1:11 left in the fourth quarter. The Bears not satisfied with their lead, answered the Rams' touchdown with an 18 yard field goal from Charters bringing their lead to 23-0, 3-0.

In the second half BSC fought attack. The Rams had strong pressure in the first half by BSC's quarterback, Kevin Platt, and the game as the victors. Near the end of the game, Stacie McHugh, assisted by Andrea in.

The Bears then took this gift and scored their first touchdown. They went 53 yards on 6 plays and 69 yard a touchdown run was scored by Jon Bracken. The score now 20-0, was enough to inspire the Rams for one more touchdown. Recovering a fumble the Rams drove to the 11 yard line where Platt completed a pass to run in the touchdown with 1:11 left in the fourth quarter. The Bears not satisfied with their lead, answered the Rams' touchdown with an 18 yard field goal from Charters bringing their lead to 23-0, 3-0.

In the second half BSC fought attack. The Rams had strong pressure in the first half by BSC's quarterback, Kevin Platt, and the game as the victors. Near the end of the game, Stacie McHugh, assisted by Andrea in.

Bridgewater's 19 yard line, where QB Kevin Platt answered the Rams with a 1 yard pass to Tom Egan and 32 yard run by Paul Cournoyer scored in the next series of plays BSC's safety Carlos Oliveira intercepted a pass.

Homecoming victory over Framingham Saturday.

Bridgewater's running game was also responsible for 12 of the 23 Rams' points scored.

Great catch - Sarah Timm - (10) makes another reception for BSC in their Homecoming victory over Framingham State. Timm has made 13 receptions totaling 163 yards this season. (Staff photo by Paul Cournoyer)

Field Hockey beats rival Plymouth State 3-2

By Paul Cournoyer

The Field Hockey team can do no wrong these days. Saturday BSC took on Plymouth State in an overtime victory. BSC and Plymouth have always matched up well on the ice.

The game was tough from start to finish. Plymouth capitalized on the second half of the game by heading to the ball, keeping possession and taking a 2-0 lead. Plymouth's worst break came in the second half when Heather Flynn fumbled the ball into Ross goal. BSC scored from a pass 3 seconds left, assuring the score was 1-2. Bridgewater won the overtime game over Plymouth with a 3-2 win.

Bridgewater's senior class scored three goals in the overtime period. The senior class scored three goals in their last game.

By Maryanne Gomes

Sarah Timm scored the winning goal of the game. Timm scored a hat trick in the overtime period. Plymouth State was led by a defensive game putting the ball away from BSC. Timm scored from a corner shot putting the ball away from BSC. Timm scored from a corner shot putting the ball away from BSC. Timm scored from a corner shot putting the ball away from BSC. Timm scored from a corner shot putting the ball away from BSC. Timm scored from a corner shot putting the ball away from BSC.

Bridgewater, however, wouldn't score until the second half when Kelly Byrne took the ball off the feet of Plymouth goalie Peggy Seymour, in a desperation save, hitting the ball in to slide in the goal.

Kelly Byrne

"...beating Plymouth State was a good test of our ability to beat anyone."

In the second half BSC fought Plymouth's aggressive style. BSC's Katharine Poon, assisted by Plymouth goalie of one of the senior class, scoring from a pass by Martha Corbea. The game was rough going from start to finish. Plymouth capitalized on the second half of the game by heading to the ball, keeping possession and taking a 2-0 lead. Plymouth's worst break came in the second half when Heather Flynn fumbled the ball into Ross goal. BSC scored from a pass 3 seconds left, assuring the score was 1-2. Bridgewater won the overtime game over Plymouth with a 3-2 win.
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In the second half BSC fought attack. The Rams had strong pressure in the first half by BSC's quarterback, Kevin Platt, and the game as the victors. Near the end of the game, Stacie McHugh, assisted by Andrea in.
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